Teammeeting 060115 = 13.00 (Mexico) = 14.00 (Detroit) = 19.00 (London) = 20.00
Duesseldorf/Lyon = 9:00 PM (21:00) Greece = 08.00 (day after, New Zealand)
In Mumble: http://wiki.ppinternational.net/Mumble
Room: International> Pirate Parties International> Pirate Times
== Meeting January 6th ==
Attending:
Andrew
Josef
Anton
Lisa
Morgan
Mozart
Stathis
pakki

Excused

Chairing: Josef
Protocol: Lisa

Agenda (add your own points below)
1) Introduction of team members (quick 2min intro  who are you? why here?)
2) Pirate Times status (quick report from people present on what they have done lately)
Andrew: Created a bitcoin wallet and Qcode image for the address. Contacted more guest authors.
Publishing nearly one article a day over the holiday period. Went through and updated the
documentation that applies to the publishing (except translations)
Josef: Structured documentation, still need to look through content of it. Made a review of the year.
Constructed goals for 2015. Wrote some posts and did some work for Spanish translation. Will send
newsletter today. updated cover pic on our fan page
Lisa: Made and sent the Xmass card (forgot the website), contacted Zbigniew (invited him for the
meeting), reinitiated the meeting with Gefion/Eva, spoke to Thijs Markus reg. guest article (nothing
yet), updated Disqus plugin, invited Thomas Gaul to write a guest post (he declined due to health
issues, referred back to Koen), Tweeted Marius Jopen poster and asked him to do an interview/guest
article, 'project lexi'.
pakki: still writing this regional election 2014 article of pirate party northrhine westfalia, but
struggling with free time... as always XD additional I started an email conversation with Lexi
Alexander about her story and how to support her from a pirate view. Still work in progress, as on
every level ;)

3) Open tasks + followup on last meeting https://piratetimes.piratenpad.de/teammeeting111214
> link to past meeting?
https://piratetimes.piratenpad.de/52
Relations with Julia Reda's office? > Patrick will establish contact
mutual links with flaschenpost Steve König & Gefion: Andrew (still to do)
link exchange (generally) also with:
 http://ppinternational.net/links (Lisa will ask /Koen.  Messaged Koen about it, he'll let me
know when he finds out who's responsible for the website.  Koen has asked Gregory, but he's in
hospital. Koen will try to find another admin to the website)
Funding 
bitcoin address setup
Patreon (Josef)
Crowdfund a Reporter to Warsaw (swedish system a possibility)
PDF booklet (Josef will look at it)
4) Pirate Movement visualizations https://piratetimes.piratenpad.de/PPIGA
Person responsible for series, reach out to Norton for coordination  Done, he's interested, no
commitment yet. (Lisa)
Timeline? Weekly articles starting in January? PPI Conference 45 July
Build a queue of articles
Brendan spoken to by Lisa  Feb
Lisa says Andrew will be too busy atm with TPB
Started a list of questions that could be used as a guideline (or questions for an interview)
> Work meeting Jan. 9 2014  8 pm CET (7 pm UTC)
4) Recruitment campaign
Lisa and Eva need to be ready
need to document processes for new team member introduction
Goals article also a recrutiment vehicle
Goals for 2015
100.000 visitors to our website (84k in 2014)
3.500 followers on both Facebook/twitter (+50% follower increase)
Launch an API to help diseminate Pirate Party Information
New Website design
Attend the PPI conference in Warsaw, Poland
Attend at least 5 nonpirate conferences
Offer some Pirate Times merchandize
Cover ALL Pirate participating elections
Stabilize ES/FR/GR translations (at least some translations each month from all
languages)
Add at least one more language to Pirate Times
Launch a Pirate Times podcast
Publish 304 articles (average of 6 per week)
Start a fund raising campaign to cover the costs of running the Pirate Times and help with
the expenses our members have getting to various events and conferences
Increasing the Pirate Times team with 10 more members (especially IT specialists)

5) IRC
IRC channel #piratetimes on PirateIRC http://pirateirc.net/
adding owners/founders and/or transferring from Zbigniew Łukasiak: add Lisa, Josef and
Andrew (Lisa contacted Zbigniew (zby), no response yet, have more options of
contacting him, so work in progress)
pros and cons of making the /chanserv flags #piratetimes possible for transparency's
sake. i'll put it on the agenda for next meeting. (postpone until after founders are added)
http://quasselirc.org/ & http://www.irssi.org/ recommended
http://pirateirc.net/servers

6) Lexi Alexander
How do we handle contributors under attack? Ask Lexi. Get better with direct contact and
asking what is needed from controversial articles
She's under a LOT of pressure, being attacked quite viciously (MPAA?), losing work, etc. She's
given up on the pirate movement, very disappointed and angry.
Here's an overview of (part of) the backstory. The Disqus comment is what is the focus
right now, the last podcast link is where the comment ('letter') is being discussed in a
vicious way. No need to listen to all of them, just reading the letter and listening to the
final podcast should suffice.
http://geeknation.com/podcasts/themoviecryptep80directorlexialexanderpart
1/ (podcast 1)
http://geeknation.com/podcasts/themoviecryptep81directorlexialexanderpart
2/ (podcast 2)
https://disqus.com/by/disqus_JpLcEig00G/comments/ (comment to podcast 2)
http://geeknation.com/podcasts/themoviecryptep84goodbye2014/ (podcast
about comment to podcast 2)
Social media is a hard channel because it stays and brings critique. Moves fast.
Lisa will write a critical article about the pirate movement and its lack of support (tip from
Josef: make it practical, *how* can they help?)
Taskforce: Patrick in touch with her right now, Andrew expressed an interest to be involved.

7) Upcoming/past events that need articles
EuWiKon (Europäische Wirtschaftskonferenz) in Hamburg the 17th & 18th of January:
http://piratenbrandenburg.org/2014/11/euwikon2015nimmtfahrtauf/ write with PREVIOUS 
maybe ask anyone going to write an article (pakki will ask some German pirates) Michael
Renner <renner@flaschenpost.piratenpartei.de>
Security policy conference "Sicherheitspolitik nach Snowden" in Munich the 24th & 25th of
January: http://piratesecon.org/media/Seconflyer_DE.pdf  pakki will see, if there is a german
pirate writing an article about it afterwards (Teasing article in german language:
http://kompass.im/2015/01/psc2015terrormythenundsnowdensicherheitspolitik/
Data retention conference the 8th of February in Düsseldorf (pakki present, will write)
Connecting conference between all german state parlamentarians (44 people) the 9th of
February in Düsseldorf (pakki) Might not be interesting for PT, maybe if it can be generalized a
bit and be an article about how to work together, maybe relate it to global movement.
PPAR GA > waiting for bio + image. Can publish after holidays (Josef picks this up)

PPGR Elections > Ask Stathis to write something short, or get another Greek pirate to do it)
(josef will ask)
Article on funding by different parties
http://privatepaste.com/a0fc003a34 ? (lots of research needed, free for all)
Jelena (or other, Lisa might have backup if Jelena doesn't write): how to social media (general).
(source: https://www.facebook.com/groups/265410520258976/permalink/584918291641529/ )
Social media (how to deal with backlash, follow up on general article).
9) Other questions
SMS reminders about teammeetings? x1 or just a calender invite via gmail Trello?
https://trello.com/c/ReHZBE79/830adminrightsondisqus

9) Next meeting 130115 (Tue)
?
meeting closed


